TWEETREACH SNAPSHOT FOR
#endcuttinggirls

ESTIMATED REACH

5,666 ACCOUNTS REACHED

EXPOSURE

39,068 IMPRESSIONS

ACTIVITY

100 TWEETS
12 CONTRIBUTORS
3 HOURS

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13.3k IMPRESSIONS</th>
<th>felxfames</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 RETWEETS</td>
<td>felxfames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 MENTIONS</td>
<td>felxfames</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOST RETWEETED TWEETS

1. SLIM @Her_Petiteness @AATSarumi @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames educational institutions play a major role in creating awareness and sensitization. #endcuttinggirls

2. ÒkèBabaÔkúta | Favor @AATSarumi @Her_Petiteness also did a research on this topic and she is committed to #endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria twitter.com/felxfames/stat...

3. OluSeun Esan @OluSeunEsan17 @felxfames @endcuttinggirls so our country must not lag behind to ensure that we get our educational institutions involved #endcuttinggirls
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter Handle</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>RTs</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>felxfames</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cydi2k</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.9k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ope2y</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AATSarumi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.7k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her_Petiteness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARCENigeria</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hamdalsexy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musubakoto</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SapioSpiritual</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hujesha</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>henfes2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BowaleSoyebo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tweets Timeline**

### Sep 1, 2016 at 8:03pm UTC

ope yek @ope2y
RT @ope2y: #endcuttinggirls My great People....!!! Getting ready for today’s “live social media conference. 5-7 pm.....” with the topic t...

### Sep 1, 2016 at 8:00pm UTC

- CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
  Retweeted VARCE Nigeria (@VARCENigeria): @ope2y #endcuttinggirls True talk @youthandfocus @ynaFGM
- CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
  RT @VARCENigeria: @ope2y #endcuttinggirls True talk @youthandfocus @ynaFGM
- CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
  Retweeted CYDI Imo Nigeria (@cydi2k): Retweeted VARCE Nigeria (@VARCENigeria): @felxfames #endcuttinggirls in... fb.me/2WM7UC4UC
- CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
  RT @cydi2k: Retweeted VARCE Nigeria (@VARCENigeria): @felxfames #endcuttinggirls in what way pls? Mind sharing with us? Sorry for late con...
- Soyeb Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
  RT @olasupoajayi: We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women collectively. FGM/C(Female Genita Mutilation/Cutting)...
- Felixfame Enisire @felxfames
  RT @Hujesha: @Her_Petiteness @AATSarumi: @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames #endcuttinggirls That's true, and that has been tapped into
- ÒkèBabaBùkúta | Favor @AATSarumi
  RT @Hujesha: @Her_Petiteness @AATSarumi: @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames #endcuttinggirls That's true, and that has been tapped into
- SapioSpiritual @SapioSpiritual
  RT @AATSarumi: @Her_Petiteness also did a research on this topic and she is committed to #endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria https:...
- Alabi Saheed @Hujesha
  RT @ukoli_anthonia: This confidence from survivors of FGM comes with breaking the silence #ENDFGM #endcuttinggirls #endFGMC https:...
- Alabi Saheed @Hujesha
  @TheCoachMYKE @endcuttinggirls . There are activists on #endcuttinggirls. Think we only need more. @VARCENigeria @knostbrown @BowaleSoyebo
- SLIM @Her_Petiteness
  RT @Hujesha: @Her_Petiteness @AATSarumi: @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames #endcuttinggirls That's true, and that has been tapped into
Sure. Kindly explain.

That's true, and that has been tapped into.

Our higher institutions are into the project.

Our higher institutions are into the project.

Wish to be part of the team that will take the campaign to EKSU.

#endcuttinggirls.

VARCE Nigeria: @VARCENigeria: The key words here are 'monitoring' and 'evaluation'. These are necessary to track & reset progress.

VARCE Nigeria: @VARCENigeria: Our higher institutions are into the project.

Wish to be part of the team that will take the campaign to EKSU.

Wish to be part of the team that will take the campaign to EKSU.

#endcuttinggirls.

Mind sharing with us? Sorry for late contribution.

#endcuttinggirls.

#endcuttinggirls.

#endcuttinggirls.

#endcuttinggirls.

#endcuttinggirls.
Wish to be part of the team that'll take the campaign to EKSU

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @VARCENigeria: @felxfames #endcuttinggirls in what way pls? Mind sharing with us? Sorry for late contribution

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @ope2y: #endcuttinggirls and millions of in-school youths would become YOUTH ADVOCATE ON FGM/C ABANDONMENT (3/3)

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @TheCoachMYKE: That means we need to mainstream #endcuttinggirls Also, there is a need to train the trainer's @endcuttinggirls https://…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
@OkuseuEsan17 @felxfames @VARCENigeria had a project on #endcuttinggirls at OAU last year. September to be precise @Adexconsult @henfes2010

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
@felxfames: Thank you for being part of this process to save the lives of Girls & Women #Endcuttinggirls #FGM https://t.co/0nriLgDeNK

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
@OkuseuEsan17 @felxfames #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls Our higher institutions are into the project

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @OkuseuEsan17: @felxfames #endcuttinggirls so our country must not lag behind to ensure that we get our educational institutions invol…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @thevisionbuild: If I may ask @felxfames, under which subject? #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/felxfames/…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @Chukwubueze_N: Yes they have #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/felxfames/…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @thevisionbuild: What is the MOE doing to include the FLHE project in Senior Secondary and Tertiary institutions? #endcuttinggirls htt…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
@thevisionbuild @felxfames #endcuttinggirls Wish to be part of the team that'll take the campaign to EKSU

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @thevisionbuild: Please bring the campaign to Ekiti state University. I and my team pledge our support #endcuttinggirls @felxfames http…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
@felxfames #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls in what way pls? Sorry for late contribution

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @skoll_anthonia: This confidence from survivors of #FGM comes with breaking the silence #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls https:…

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
RT @felxfames: 11. The Federal ministry of Education with support from NACA has in her own role helped to ensure FGM abandonment #endcutting…

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted Michael A OLANIYAN (@TheCoachMYKE): @thevisionbuild @felxfames I'm with you on this. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls

#worldhijabday @hamdalsesy
RT @felxfames: @AATSarumi @Her_Petiteness @UNICEF_Nigeria I can see the campaign through Educational institution more gaining grounds. #end...

ÖkèBabaỌkùta | Favor @AATSarumi
RT @Her_Petiteness: @AATSarumi @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames educational institutions play a major role in creating awareness and sensitizatio...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @Her_Petiteness: @AATSarumi @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames educational institutions play a major role in creating awareness and sensitizatio...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Michael A OLANIYAN (@TheCoachMYKE): @thevisionbuild @felxfames I'm with you on this. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @TheCoachMYKE: @thevisionbuild @felxfames I'm with you on this. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls so our country must not lag behind to ensure that we get our educational institutions involv...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls With proper monitoring and evaluation from the Ministry of education, the project will be a huge success #end...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls yes! Not only the MOE but other stakeholders in the education sectors. Good job Felx #endcut...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted ope yek (@ope2y): #endcuttinggirls FLHE (FAMILY LIFE AND HIV EDUCATION)is contained in PRIMARY AND...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @felxfames: @keyobiomos the NACA Health Club in higher institutions is a good platform to take the campaign forward. #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Michael A OLANIYAN (@TheCoachMYKE): That means we need to mainstream #endcuttinggirls Also, there is...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @ felxfames: @OluseunEsan17 @endcuttinggirls Thanks Sir. together We will end F/Gm/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @TheCoachMYKE: That means we need to mainstream #endcuttinggirls Also, there is a need to train the trainer's #endcuttinggirls https:...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @ope2y: #endcuttinggirls FLHE (FAMILY LIFE AND HIV
EDUCATION is contained in PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS curriculum... #endcuttinggirls...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Olu/Seun Esan (@OluSeunEsan17): Everyone including you have a role to play to #endcuttinggirls in our... fb.me/2KDO9k8X1

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted @ope2y: #endcuttinggirls and millions of in-school youths would become YOUTH ADVOCATE ON FGM/C ABANDONMENT (3/3)

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @ope2y: #endcuttinggirls and millions of in-school youths would become YOUTH ADVOCATE ON FGM/C ABANDONMENT (3/3)

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @TheCoachMYKE: The key words here are ‘monitoring’ and ‘evaluation’ These are necessary to track & reset progress. #endcuttinggirls https...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OluSeunEsan17: Everyone including you has a role to play to #endcuttinggirls in our country. Get involved @felxfames @endcuttinggirls ...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @felxfames: @thefvisionbuild for the secondary school I can say they are currently re-designing their curriculum #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Olu/Seun Esan (@OluSeunEsan17): It’s been a great time today on #endcuttinggirls with @felxfames. The... fb.me/SL97bpX2U

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OluSeunEsan17: It’s been a great time today on #endcuttinggirls with @felxfames. The discussions & efforts continue... Everyday, everyw...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @Her_Petiteness: @AATSarumi @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames educational institutions play a major role in creating awareness and sensitization...

SLIM @Her_Petiteness
RT @felxfames: @AATSarumi @Her_Petiteness @UNICEF_Nigeria I can see the campaign through Educational institution more gaining grounds. #end...

SLIM @Her_Petiteness
RT @AATSarumi; @Her_Petiteness also did a research on this topic and she is committed to #endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria https/…

SLIM @Her_Petiteness
@AATSarumi @UNICEF_Nigeria @felxfames educational institutions play a major role in creating awareness and sensitization. #endcuttinggirls

Musu Bakoto Sawo @musubakoto
RT @felxfames: @DailyPostNGR @musubakoto @unngls @McCoyaboks @ChildAdvocacyNG @HRH_Joy @kzi_jobe few hours to go #endcuttinggirls https/…

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @olasupoajayi: @felxfames this is very good. Please help her with necessary research links!! trust# Is really a good development. We mus...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AATSarumi; @Her_Petiteness also did a research on this topic and she is committed to #endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria https/…
RT @thevisionbuild: Definitely #endcuttinggirls @felxfames twitter.com/felxfames/stat...

RT @thevisionbuild: Please bring the campaign to Ekiti state University. I and my team pledge our support #endcuttinggirls @felxfames http...

RT @thevisionbuild: I also urge Ekiti state ministry to join in #endcuttinggirls @felxfames @cydi2k @ekilitategov @AdemolaOlushayo https...

RT @Chukwubueze_N: Yes they have #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/felxfames/stat...

RT @okeyobioma: @felxfames #FLHE #endcuttinggirls

RT @cydi2k: Retweeted Felxfame Enisire (@felxfames): 14.FGM/C was treated as a harmful traditional practice in the project #endcuttinggirls

RT @okeyobioma: @felxfames @Cadlyn @GdnEndFGM. What has been the response so far of the students to this FLHE project? #endcuttinggirls

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @thevisionbuild @felxfames I'm with you on this. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls

RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls there is a component of the knowledge of FGM/C in #FLHE. All in a bid to #endcuttinggirls. But there is more...

RT @TheCoachMYKE: It is indeed a harmful practice. #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/felxfames/stat...

RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls so our country must not lag behind to ensure that we get our educational institutions invol...

RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls yes! Not only the
MOE but other stakeholders in the education sectors. Good job Félix #endcut...

Felxame Enisire @felxfames
RT @felxfames: @OluseunEsan17 @endcuttinggirls Thanks Sir. together We will end FGM/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls

Felxame Enisire @felxfames
RT @OluseunEsan17: @felxfames @endcuttinggirls the teachers are integral part of the project, must be well educated on the dangers of FGM/C...

Felxame Enisire @felxfames
RT @TheCoachMYKE: That means we need to mainstream #endcuttinggirls Also, there is a need to train the trainer's @endcuttinggirls https://...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Felxame Enisire (@felxfames): @thevisionbuild And the curriculum will be ready by next year according to them #Endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Felxame Enisire (@felxfames): @thevisionbuild But there is a global Manuel on #FLHE for Senior Sec Schools #Endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @felxfames: @thevisionbuild And the curriculum will be ready by next year according to them #Endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @felxfames: @thevisionbuild But there is a global Manuel on #FLHE for Senior Sec Schools #Endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @AATSarumi: @Her_Petiteness also did a research on this topic and she is committed to #endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria https/…

Sep 1, 2016 at 6:15pm UTC